Surprisingly recent astronomical observations have provided strong evidence that our universe is not only expanding, but also is expanding at an accelerating rate. This paper presents a basis of the theory of universe spacetime dark energy, a solution of Einstein's cosmological constant problem, physical interpretation of universe dark energy and Einstein's cosmological constant Lambda and its value ( = 0.29447 × 10
INTRODUCTION
Recent astronomical observations by the Supernova Cosmology Project, the High-z Supernova Search Team and cosmic microwave background (CMB) have provided strong evidence that our universe is not only expanding, but also expanding at an accelerating rate [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . It was only in 1998 when dark energy proposed for the first time, after two groups of astronomers made a survey of exploding stars, or supernovas Ia, in a number of distant galaxies [1, 3] . These researchers found that the supernovas were dimmer than they should have been, and that meant they were farther away than they should have been. The only way for that to happen, the astronomers realized, was if the expansion of the universe had sped up at some time in the past, as well as accounting for a significant portion of a missing component in the universe [9] . The only explanation is that there is a kind of force that has a strong negative pressure and acting outward in opposition to gravitational force at large scales which was proposed for the first time by Einstein in his General Relativity and given the name the cosmological constant Lambda [10] . This force is given the name Dark Energy, since it is transparent and can not be observed or detected directly. The fourth law of thermodynamics is proposed by the author to account for the dark energy [11] .
Moreover, in Nov. 2006 Scientists using NASA's Hubble Telescope have discovered that the universe has been expanding as long as nine billion years ago. Members of High-z Supernova Team and Supernova Cosmology Project used Hubble to detect the acceleration of the expansion of the space from observations of distant supernovae aged between three to ten billion years. The objective was to uncover two of dark energy's most fundamentals properties: its strength and its permanence. This paper will be published by NASA's group in March 2007. Before that, it is thought that the expansion was decelerating, due to the attractive influence of dark matter and baryons. The density of dark matter in an expanding universe disappears more quickly than dark energy, and eventually the dark energy dominates. If the acceleration continues indefinitely, the ultimate result will be that galaxies outside the local supercluster will move beyond the cosmic horizon: they will no longer be visible, because their line-of-sight velocity becomes greater than the speed of light.
These cosmological observations strongly suggest that the universe is dominated by a smoothly homogenous distributed dark energy component [9, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The quantity and composition of matter and energy in the universe is a fundamental and important issue in cosmology and physics. Based on the Lambda-Cold Dark Matter Model (Lambda-CDM 2006), dark energy contributes about 70% of the critical density and has a negative pressure. The cold dark matter contributes 25%, Hydrogen, Helium and stars contributes 5% and, finally the radiation contributes 5 × 10 -5 . The measurements of the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) satellite indicate the universe geometry is very close to flat [22, 23] .
The dark energy that is causing the accelerated expansion of the universe is still poorly understood. What is known so far is that it contributes about 70% of the critical density and has a negative pressure [9, 19, 20] . According to the theory of General Relativity, the effect of such a negative pressure is qualitatively similar to a force acting in opposition to gravity at large scales. Such astronomical observations have raised fundamental issues: 1) what is the nature of smoothly-distributed energy which apparently dominates the universe (70%), 2) why the vacuum energy is much smaller than the theory can predict? 3) why dark energy density is approximately equal to the matter density today? A Physical insight of dark energy and how to detect it using micro-nano space robotic system was proposed in [24] [25] [26] .
Modern theoretical scientific exploration of the ultimate fate of the universe became possible with Albert Einstein's 1915 theory of general relativity. Alexander Friedmann proposed one such solution in 1921. This solution implies that the universe has been expanding from an initial singularity; this is, essentially, the Big Bang.
According to the Big Bang Model, inflation suggests that there was a period of exponential expansion in the very early universe probably lasted roughly 10 -33 seconds [27] . During inflation, the universe undergoes exponential expansion so that large regions of space are pushed beyond our observable horizon. After inflation, the universe expands according to Hubble's law, and regions that were out of casual contacts come back into the horizon. During inflation, the universe is flattened and the universe enters a homogeneous and isentropic rapidly expanding phase is which seeds of structure formation are laid down in form of a primordial spectrum of nearlyscale-invariant fluctuations. This explains the observed isotropy of CMB.
The cosmic inflation may occur during the grand unification symmetry is broken. Symmetry breaking in physics describes a phenomenon where infinitesimally fluctuations acting on the universe crossing a critical point decide its fate by determining which branch of a bifurcation is taken. This process is called symmetry breaking because such transitions usually bring the universe from a disorderedly state into one that is more order or vice versa.
Based on the measurements of the expansion of the universe using type 1a supernovae, measurements of the cosmic microwave background, the measurements of the correlation function of galaxies, the universe has a calculated age of 13.7 +/-0.2 billion years. Such a result is presented in the lambda-Cold Dark Matter model (Lambda-CDM) which is a mathematical model of the Big Bang with six free parameters.
The discovery of cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) by Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson in 1965 was a straightforward prediction of the Big Bang theory. The Big Bang immediately became the most widely held view of the origin of the universe. Based on the Big bang theory, the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) receiving the photons just 300,000 years after the Big Bang, Lambda-CDM [22, 23] which estimates that the age of the universe by 13.7 billion years, the Einstein's General theory that both space and time are one entity and are not separated, and on Friedman proposed solution of Einstein's General theory which implies that the universe has been expanding from an initial singularity; this is, essentially, the Big Bang, based on all of that it can be concluded that the universe which is structured and composed of homogeneous conserved energy-mass space-time structure. Then, before the Big Bang it was null and then it was created and has been expanding since then. Accordingly, the space and time has a beginning signed by the Big Bang.
There are some very speculative ideas about the future of the universe. One suggests that phantom energy causes divergent expansion, which would imply that the effective force of dark energy continues growing until it dominates all other forces in the universe. Under this scenario, dark energy would ultimately tear apart all gravitationally bound structures, including galaxies and solar systems, and eventually overcome the electrical and nuclear forces to tear apart atoms themselves, ending the universe in a Big Rip [27] . On the other hand, dark energy might dissipate with time, or even become attractive.
Such uncertainties leave open the possibility that gravity might yet rule one day and lead to a universe that contracts in on itself in a "Big Crunch". Some scenarios, such as the cyclic model suggest this could be the case.
An important parameter in fate of the universe theory is the density parameter, Omega (Ω), defined as the average matter density of the universe divided by a critical value of that density [24] [25] [26] . This creates three possible ultimate fates of the universe, depending on whether Ω is equal to, less than, or greater than 1. These are called, respectively, the Flat, Open and Closed universes. These three adjectives refer to the overall geometry of the universe, and not to the local curving of spacetime caused by smaller clumps of mass (for example, galaxies and stars). Astronomers using the Hubble Space Telescope in 2004 unveiled the deepest look into the universe yet, a portrait of what could be the most distant galaxies ever seen just 300-800 million years after the big bang from. -31 kg/m 3 = 1.4558 MeV). The interpretation in this paper is based on geometric modeling of space-time as a perfect four-dimensional continuum cosmic fluid and the momentum generated by the time. In this modeling time is considered as a mechanical variable along with other variables and treated on an equal footing. In such a modeling, time is considered to have a mechanical nature so that the momentum associated with it is equal to the negative of the universe total energy. It is found that dark energy is a property of the space-time itself.
Since the momentum associated with the time as a mechanical variable is equal to the negative system total energy, the coupling in the time and its momentum leads to maximum increase in the space-time field. The amount of energy which contributes to this increase is found to be 70.7% of the total energy. Moreover, a null paraboloid is obtained and interpreted as a function of the momentum generated by time. This paper presents also an interpretation of space-time tri-dipoles, gravity field waves, and gravity carriers (the gravitons). This model suggests that the space-time has a polarity and is composed of dipoles which are responsible for forming the orbits and storing the space-time energy-momentum. The tri-dipoles can be unified into a solo space-time dipole with an angle of 45 degrees. Such a result shows that the space-time is not void, on the contrary, it is full of conserved and dynamic energy-momentum structure. Furthermore, the gravity field waves is modeled and assumed to be carried by the gravitons which move in the speed of light. The equivalent mass of the graviton (rest mass) is found to be equal to 0.707 of the equivalent mass of the light carrier (the photon). Such a result indicates that the lightest particle (up to the author's knowledge) in the nature is the gra-viton and has an equivalent mass equals to 2.5119 × 10 -52 kg. Moreover, based on the fluidic nature of dark energy, the fourth law of thermodynamics is proposed, a new formulation and physical interpretation of Kepler's Three Laws are presented.
Additionally, based on the fact that what we are observing is just the history of our universe, on the Big Bang Theory, Einstein's General Relativity, Hubble Parameter, the estimated age of the universe, cosmic inflation theory and on NASA's observation of supernova 1a, then a second-order (parabolic) parametric model is obtained in this proposed paper to describe the accelerated expansion of the universe. This model shows that the universe is approaching the universe cosmic horizon line and will pass through a critical point that will influence significantly its fate. Considering the breaking symmetry model and the variational principle of mechanics, then the universe will witness an infinitesimally stationary state and a symmetry breaking. Considering the breaking symmetry model and the variational principle of mechanics, then the universe will witness an infinitesimally stationary state and a symmetry breaking. As result of that, our universe will experience in the near future (relative to the age of the universe) a very massive impulse force in the order 10 83 N. Finally, simulation results are demonstrated to verify the analytical results.
This proposed paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 modeling of the space-time universe is presented, Section 3 describes the modeling of gravity waves and gravitons. Section 4 proposes space-time dipoles. Seven independent proofs of the nature of dark energy and its nature, the fourth law of thermodynamics are presented in Section 5. Section 6 explains why the universe is expanding and calculates Einstein's cosmological constant and the value of dark energy density and other mass/ energy densities. Section 7 presents a new formulation of Kepler's laws. The parametric model of the ultimate fate of universe is suggested in Section 8. Simulation re-sults of the analytical models are demonstrated in 9. Finally, the paper is concluded by Section 10. 
MODELING OF THE SPACE-TIME UNIVERSE
Then, the corresponding phase space must comprise of 2N 2  corresponding to the pairs of canonical variables
The system now has degrees of freedom. Denoting derivative with respect to N   by a prime " ' ", the system action integral appears in the form
For this purpose let the momentum associated with the time denoted as t t p p   be formed as
The last Eq.6 is exactly the negative of the total energy of the system. This leads to the conclusion that the momentum associated with the time is the negative of the system total energy [6] . That is, every system is conserved when the time is considered a mechanical variable. In other words
Now the Hamiltonian function can be extended by adding the time as a mechanical variable as
In the absence of external forces that the conservation of momentum of a mechanical system can be extended to
The last Eq.10 indicates that total momentum of the system is conserved but with a drift. This drift is due to considering the time as a mechanical variable. As mentioned before in this section the objective to describe the gravitational field generated by the rotating of the mother spacecraft with high relative mass comparing to the micro spacecraft.
The line-element in this field can be described in terms of four variables: three for the space 1 (13) An arbitrary curve of this manifold can be given in a parametric form as follows
where  is an arbitrary parameter. 
Hence the problem of minimizing the length of a curve between two points 1  and 2  , leads to the minimizing the volitional integral 
Let the momenta be defined as
Taking into consideration that the function F is homogeneous function of first order in terms of the variables i , then the Hamiltonian function q H can be constructed as 
Now going back to the surface manifold to wish the micro spacecraft robot is restricted. Let 
Now the minimization problem can be given by
Making a benefit of the properties of Hamilton's principle function then the momenta is
This equation represents the direction cosines of the normal in terms of the gradient of f .
It is possible to rewrite (18) in the form
Substituting (23) into (24) yields
From (25),
where 1/  is the maximum rate of change of the function f at that given point along the normal (because it is known from vector calculus that the directional derivative characterizes the maximum increase in function f ). Considering (26) then (23) can be written as
According to the theorem that the momentum associated with the time is the negative of the system total energy, then (27) becomes
Note that if the gradient value is other than zero it characterizes the maximum increase, then grad f > 0.
For example for a spherical field, the maximum rate of change (directional derivative) is 1 because the gradient is the normal to the sphere surface and taken along the radius, in this case (28) 
becomes
Openly accessible at 4 4
Using (29) the function   4 t f q can now be determined as
By this the surface of the sphere can be represented as
As a general case, the gravitational surface should be modified to
Eq.32 has a physical interpretation, specifically the term
, it shows that time as a mechanical variable along with its associated momentum which is equal to the negative of the system total energy play a significant role in determining the size of the gravitational field under consideration and characterized by the maximum increase ad | f . Recalling the kinetic energy of a unit mass which can be given in the form
where is the line element of the configuration space. Since now the time is no longer an independent variable but ds t  , the kinetic energy (33) should be modified to
From (35) it can be seen that
Using (36) and (26) it yields
Making a benefit of (37) and substituting this value in (28) and (32), respectively, one gets
The physical significance of (38) and (39) is that the amount of energy that contributes to the maximum increase is proportional to the total energy by 0.707. This energy is proposed as the universe dark energy which is behind the expansion. The value 0.707 (= 70.7% of total energy) agrees with the measured values reported recently in [1] [2] [3] [4] 10] . It is found for a flat universe the dark energy = 0.71 in [15] . Eq.39 can be modified to
For a given conserved mechanical system, the right hand side of (40) shows that the surface that describes the space-time field is expanding. This expansion is due to the coupling in time and its momentum and characterized by the maximum increase gard 0.707 f 
. The more the system has energy the more it is expanding. That explains why galaxies and clusters are departing much faster that our solar system. For a conserved mechanical system, the line-element of this manifold now can be given in the form 
The difference occurs in the coefficient of the time displacement related terms so that in (42) and (43) it is equal to the ( ), meanwhile in the proposed model (41) it is equal to ( c dq 
). The previous analysis can be summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Considering the time as a dependent mechanical variable along with other generalized variables, the gravitational field described in (39) is expanding due to the coupling in time and its momentum (34) and characterized by the maximum increase gard 0.707 f  . Three cases can be also concluded from (43)
and the curve is time-like in that interval. 
and the curve is null in that interval. The reduced line-element (46) represent a null paraboloid which depends on the system total energy TOTAL and the maximum increase. In this case if a particle is moving with the speed of light then the null rays will lie on the surface of the paraboloid.
E

MODELING OF GRAVITY WAVES AND GRAVITONS
In the following analysis we assume that we are dealing with the motion of a particle in the gravitational field of a total energy and a potential energy . Based on the previous analysis and the line-element, we consider now a gravitational field function 3 4 , a function of 3 space coordinates 1 2 3 and a time coordinate 4 , treated on an equal footing and satisfies the following wave equation follows
where is the equivalent mass of the particle that carries the gravitational waves and will be calculated in the following analysis. It is known now from the previous analysis that the gradient of the gradient of a surface function has the maximum increase and has the direction of the normal to the surface
, , , const. S S
As derived in the previous section, the directional derivative (the absolute value of ) can be defined as S
and taken in the direction of the normal. Referring to 
The gradient (47) can be rewritten as follows
The gradient (49) represents the linear momentum such that
Based on (41) the maximum increase is found to be 0.707, then (51) and (52) yield to:
Since the Einstein's Relativity assumes that the maximum speed in the nature is the speed of light, and 
and assuming that the speed of light is considered as a unity and from (53) we conclude that the mass of the gravitons which carries the gravity waves is defined as
This indicates that the lightest particle in the nature is the graviton and has an equivalent mass equals to 2.5119 × 10 -52 kg (the equivalent mass of the photon is 3.9 × 10 -22 of the mass of the electron). That is, the electron is heavier than the graviton by 3.6267 × 10 21 times. Theorem 2: (Gravity Waves and Gravitons): The gravity waves described by (47) is carried by the gravitons which move in the speed of light and the graviton has an equivalent mass equals to 2.5119 × 10 -52 kg.
MODELING OF SPACE-TIME DIPOLES
The Euler-Lagrangian equation takes the following form in case of a 4-Dimnesional space-time world, which depends on the coordinates:
When dealing with a particle, only is considered, and (56) is reduced to
Eq.57 implies that the time momentum is constant which by the virtue of Theorem (1) 
where P is the momentum vector of the 3-domensional space, n is the normal vector to the surface S and dV is the segment of volume V. Now by considering that the momentum of time (as a mechanical variable) is constant and equals to the system total energy as in (58), then (59) can be modified as
The physical interpretation of (59) and (60) as follows: the space-time total energy-momentum contained in a certain volume is equal to the negative of the total space-time energy-momentum that flows through the boundary surface of that certain volume. In sense of the previous analysis an equivalent equation can be drawn from (56) as:
The importance of (61) is the condition for continuity equation of the space-time.
The world line-element proposed in (41) and Minkovisky world shows that there is a polarity in the spacetime description (+, +, +, -): a plus (+) is a space signature, meanwhile a minus (-) is a time signature. This polarity can also be suggested by applying the system conservation of momentum with zero initial conditions
or by virtue of (21)
This suggests that space-time exists in a dipole form originated at the time 4 and ended at the space resultant vector 1 2 3 . The space-time dipole moment vector is denoted by . Assuming also that the dipole is placed in a uniform gravity field and assuming that the dipole makes an angle 
The potential energy can be expressed as a function of the orientation of the space-time dipole with the gravity field:
Eqs.64 and 65 are another representation of (62,63). Since the time momentum is equal to the negative of system total energy, then from (64) and (65) the orientation angle should be 45 degrees (that is sin   cos 0.707
 
). The figure 0.707 has a special significance in the space-time. The space-time is made up of dipoles. The dipoles are oriented with 45 degrees. When a gravity field is applied, a torque on the dipoles is produced. The space-time dipoles align themselves with the gravity field. The degree of alignment of the space-time dipoles with the field depends on strength of the gravity field and the mass and angular velocity. This insight can be added to Theorem 1 where only 0.707 of the total energy contributes to the expansion of the universe and this energy is given the name Dark Energy. Theorem 3: (Space-Time Dipoles): the space-time described by (60), (62) and (63) is composed of spacetime dipoles and the dipole moment is oriented by 45 degrees originated from the time and ended at the space and these dipoles are behind the formation of orbits structure. 
NATURE OF DARK ENERGY
The purpose of this section to reveal the nature of themysterious dark energy and its governing law that is causing the universe to expand at an accelerating rate. Seven independent proofs are provided.
Proof 1 (Classical Thermodynamics): Since the universe is expanding, then its volume is increasing and its boundaries are moving. A closed system composed of homogenous isotropic cosmic fluid (space-time universe), with moving boundaries is then considered in this proof. In classical thermodynamics the expansion work is often called moving boundary work [28] .
The objective is now to determine the moving boundary work of expanding universe assuming a quasi-equilibrium expansion process. Consider that the system is experiencing a negative pressure  , and the pressure force acting on a differential area is acts outward normal to the surface. Under the influence of the negative pressure the system will move outward a differential distance and the system is undergoing a change in its volume equal to , where V is the total volume as shown in Figure 4 . Noting that work is force times distance, then the boundary work done on the system is expressed by
Note that both  and are used to indicate differential quantities, but The physical interpretation of (69) is that the negative pressure that is causing the universe to expand is equal to the negative of energy volumetric density. This force is behind the expansion of the universe.
Proof 2 (The Thermodynamics Equation of State of an Ideal Gas): this equation relates the pressure P, temperature T and the volume V of a substance behaves as an ideal gas [28] , that is
Note that both sides of the equation have the units of energy (work done by pressure P). Assume now that dark energy behaves like an ideal gas with a negative pressure  that causes the universe to expand with a total volumeV , then by dividing both side of the equation of state (71) 
It is worth to mention that NASA's Cosmic Microwave Background Explorer (CMB) in 1992 estimated that the sky has a temperature close to 2.7251 Kelvin. Moreover, the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) in 2003 has made a map of the temperature fluctuations of the CMB with more accuracy [8] .
Proof 3 (The Cosmological Equation of State of a Perfect Fluid): the equation of state of a perfect fluid in cosmology is characterized by a dimensionless number [9] , equal to the ratio of the pressure of the fluid to its energy density as follows 
Then, the corresponding phase space must comprise of 2N 2  corresponding to the pairs of canonical variables:
The system now has
Openly accessible at the system action integral appears in the form 2   1   1  1  2  1  2  1 , , , ; , , ,
For this purpose let the momentum associated with the time denoted as be formed as t
The last Eq.79 is exactly the total energy of the system. This leads to the conclusion that the momentum associated with the time is the negative of the system total energy [29] . That is, every system is conserved when the time is considered a mechanical variable. In other words
Noting that the momentum associated with the time as a mechanical variable has the units of work, considering that the system is expanding such that it has a total net volume and by dividing both side of (15) by V , one obtains
Recalling that the work of the pressure done on the system as its volume changes is defined as , then (81) can be expressed as
The last equation is equivalent to Eq.69. The importance of Eq.82 is that it has the following physical interpretation: the momentum associated with time per unit volume (the pressure associated with time) is equal to the negative of energy density that is the negative force behind the expansion of the universe.
Proof 5 (Euler-Lagrangian Equation)
: in addition to the previous analysis that has proved that the momentum associated with time is the dark energy, the objective now is to show that the flow of dark energy of the expanding universe is the momentum associated withe time. The Euler-Lagrangian equation takes the following form in case of a 4-D space-time world, which depends on the coordinates: 
where i is the momentum associated with coordinate i . When dealing with a particle, only is considered, and (83) is reduced to
Eq.84 implies that the time momentum is constant which by the virtue of (80) 
where P is the momentum vector of the 3-domensional space, is the normal vector to the surface S and dV is the segment of volume V. Now by considering that the momentum of time (as a mechanical variable) is constant and equals to the negative of the system total energy as in (85), then (86) can be modified as
The physical interpretation of (88) is as follows: the flux of energy (work flow) flowing through the boundary surface of the expanding space-time universe is equal to the negative of the universe total energy (the momentum associated with time):     . In sense of the previous analysis an equivalent equation can be drawn from (83) as: 
The physical interpretation of (93) is that the dark energy density constant Lambda is equivalent to the cosmological constant Lambda by the constants  . ws that the pressure of the dark energy is equal to the negative of the equivalent dark energy mass density times the square of the light speed.
Proof 7 (Einstein's Mass-Energy Equiva nlence Pri ciple): consider that the universe has a total energy
According to the previous proofs, the fourth ermodynamics is proposed and stated as follows: Proposed Fourth Law of Thermodynamics: "Considering time as mechanical variable, for a closed system with moving boundaries composed of homogenous isotropic cosmic fluid, the system will have a negative pressure equal to the energy density that causes the system to expand at an accelerated rate. Moreover, the momentum associated with time is equal to the negative of the system total energy" [22] .
UNIVERSE MASS-ENERGY DENSITIES
ased on the ob MAP), and previous proofs that the dark energy is a property of the space-time itself and it is homogenous and uniformly distributed over the universe and behaves like an ideal perfect cosmic fluid. Considering time as a mechanical variable, and based on the definition of the total kinetic energy of universe
where eq M is the equivalent mass of the universe and ds is the line-element of the configuration space, and stands for time. Since the kinetic energy of the unirse is defined as
where V is the potential energy, and defining As it can be seen from the previous analysis, universe dark energy density is 26 3 1.2622 10 kg m     as calculated theoretically by the proposed model which totally agrees with the astronomical observations that estimate the dark energy density in the range of M moving about the Sun in an elliptical orbit. Let the planet to be considered as a system and the Sun is so h so that it does not move relatively to the planet. The gravitational force acting on the planet is a central force, always along the radius vector and directed toward the Sun. Taking the torque on the planet due to this central force which is always zero because the central force
NEW FORMULAT LAWS: D ION OF KEPLER'S ARK ENERGY AND OUR
Recalling that the time rate of momentum of the system equals t on change of the angular he external net torque the system; that is,
, where L is the angular momentum. Therefore, and because torque 0   , the angular mome of the system (the planet) is a constant
By the geometric of the motion, (106) ca as follows. In a time interval , the radi ou n be modified us R sweeps dt t the area dA , which equals half the area R dR  of the parallelogram formed by the vectors R nd dR . Because the lacement of the planet is the terval dt is given by dR vdt
By dividing both sides of Eq.107 by the coupling pa-rameter variation
Openly accessible at d yields
By the virtue of (101) the value of dA d is proportional to square root of Einstein' . Note that s Constant, i.e., -31 m/sec. According to the previous analysis, then, it can be seen that Einstein's Constant (and dark energy) is behind the stability of elliptic orbits. For given planet orbiting the sun, the momentum is constant, its mass is constant, then the swept area is maintained fixed due to Einstein's Constant Lambda and constant dark energy density at given orbital location.
New Interpretation of Kepler's Third Law
The New square of the orbital period of any planet orbiting Sun is inversely proportional to the dark energy den t orbit Proof: Consider a planet of mass P M that is assumed to be moving about the Sun with mass S M in a circular orbit. Because of the gravitational force provides the centripetal acceleration of planets as it moves in a ci n o rcle. Using Newton's second law for a bject in uniform circular motion then, By the virtue of Eq.111, the square of the orbital period any planet is proportional to the cube of the semi-major axis of elliptical orbit; that is 2 3 T R  . In other words, it is a volumetric measure. Now since Dark Energy is very homogeneous and uniformly distributed all over the universe, then it is very reasonable to calculate the dark energy density consisted in sphere centred at the Sun and have radius R . To do so, mu oth sides of Eq.111 by
Now assu e that the equivalent mass of the dark energy ained in that sphere is m cont kg m . Accordcal of the dark energy density ing to this analysis (113) can be rewritten as
where   Meanwhile, it is in t ercury which agrees with the observations. The more the planets are close to Sun, the faster the orbiting speed will be. This is due to the dark energy density which behaves as a perfect fluid. Hence, more of dark energy fluid exits near to the sun.
According [22, 23] , the exponential inflation model, cosmic horizon problem, breaking symmetry model [27] , the estimation of the age of the universe by 13.7 billion years, the NASA's observation of dark energy that caused the expansion of the universe 9 billion years ago and before that time the expansion was decelerating.
Based on all of that and on the fact that what we are observing is just the history of our universe, a secondorder (parabolic) parametric model is obtained in this proposed paper. Such a parabolic model describes the rate of change of time with the space-time cosmic coupled parameter, that is, the exp odel shows that the universe is approaching the universe cosmic horizon line and will pass through a critical point that will influence significantly its fate. Considering the breaking symmetry model and considering a very infinitesimally period of time similar to that of the inflation 33 10 sec  happened early in the universe, then the universe will witness an infinitesimally stationary state by the virtue the variational principle of mechanics and as result of that the a very massive impulse will occur and correspondingly the universe will collapse. The physical meaning of such a model is that as the universe time (cloc the universe will collapse. Proof: Considering time as a mechanical variable, and based on the definition of the total kinetic energy of universe as
ased on the fact that our observation of the universe is a record of its history, based on the cosmic exponential inflation 33 10 sec  rvation that a e cosmic lion years then it has started to accelerate up until these days for 9 billion years, taking into account of the age of the universe is 13.7 billion years by CDM model, based on Hubble Ultra Deep Fie F) observation of the deep space, based on the astronomical observations using Cosmic Microwave Background radiation (CMB) of the photons signals had sent to us 300,000 years after the Big Bang that shows that the universe is observable within the cosmic horizon, it can be concluded that the universe is still within the observable horizon line, then, a second order parabolic parametric model is proposed to describe the expansion behavior of the universe.
This curve is open up and bounded by the cosmic horizon line, and the left portion of the curve accounts for the deceleration of the expansion of the universe for the first 4.7 billion years, meanwhile, the right portion of this parabolic curve accounts for the acceleration of the universe expansion for 9 billion years. Moreover, this m tersects with the cosmic horizon line at the first critical breaking symmetry point within the cosmic inflation, that is, the Big Bang. The minimum point (turning point between deceleration and acceleration) is characterized in terms of Hubble parameter when the universe starts accelerating at 18 1 10 sec   rate. Furthermore, the second intersection point of this parametric parabolic curve with the universe cosmic horizon line represents the second breaking symmetry critical point at which our proposed Big Impulse occurs and would be estimated as follows.
The constant a, b, and c are constants to be determined according to the initial and given condition. It is clear that the constant c is zero since the / 0 dt d  at 0
inimum p and if
It is very useful now to write (117) in completing-thesquare form because it can represent the m oint the curve is open-up in a simple way
Note that the vertex point is   
Simulation of the parametric expansion (122) with re 1 spect to  in Figure 6 shows the Big Bang singularity, the left portion of the decelerated expansion, then the universe started to accelerate at 1.6751   and e brea heading up towards the cosmic horizon and th try critical point.
king symmeSince the Hubble parameter is a slowing down parameter and since it is characterized by 18 1 10 sec    when the universe starts to accelerate, it should be mentioned that Hubble parameter is stant but it is time changing and slowly decreasing with respect the universe age. Eq.1 
Analyzing Eq.124 shows that it has one root at zero singularity (Big Bang) and another root at 2.369   which is corresponding to 13 Figure 8 shows the Big Bang singu ft portion of the decelerated e universe started to accelerate at 1.6927 c larity, the le era, then th   and heading up towards the universe cosmic horizon line where the universe is very close to the cosmic horizon line and will have a breaking symmetry critical point at 2.3937  
. By zooming out the upper right portion of the parametric expansion curve it can be seen how close the universe is to the Big Impulse as shown in 9 and correspondingly it will dramatically influence its fate and cause it collapse.
It should be emphasized that this parametric model cannot predict the exact time ond critical point, that is, the Big Impulse. That is because the parametric model is based on several assumptions: 1) This model is a parametric model and is not explicitly a function of the time, 2) It is assumed that the order of the expansi Openly accessible at astronomical observation that the expansion of the universe as long as 9 billion years ago has also some measurement error. But in general, the model is significantly correct in terms of describing the behavior and the trend of the expansion of the universe and its closeness to the cosmic horizon and the symmetry breaking point.
Moreover, taking into account the very massive equivalent mass-energy of the universe, the very infinitesimal stationary time and principle of impulse forcemomentum principle, then the universe will experience a very massive impulse given the name the Big Impulse just to distinguish it from the Big Bang. This can be verified by the virtue of the variational principle o anics as follows. For the 4-diemnsional space-time, the stationary action integral (the universe expansion) would be (considering that 0
According the principle of impulse-momentum, a very massive impulse would occur as follows
The negative sign shows that the line of action of the Im iverse system. Such a Big Impulse will determine the fate of the and cause to break the symmetry of the universe it beyond the cosmic horizon. It is estima of the universe is 3 × 10 50 kg as by Jeanne Hopkins in his ar Macro Scale: astronomical observations have brought ogenous, isotropic an energy co
pulse force is in the opposite of the outward expansions, that is, it would act towards the un universe and push ted that the mass ticle "Universe" Glossary of Astronomy and Astrophysics, Chicago: the University of Chicago, 183, 1980. A very infinitesimally period of time similar to that of the inflation 10 −33 sec happened early in the universe. Calculations of (128) show that, our universe will experience an impulse force in the order 10 83 N. Because the impulse force will act in a direction opposite to gravitational force line of action, then, the gravitational bounding force will collapse, and so the universe will.
SIMULATION RESULTS
This section is dedicated to simulate some of the proposed models presented earlier in this paper as follows.
Can Dark Energy Be Generated?
the evidence that dark energy is hom d uniformly fills the space with a density approximated 10 -26 kg/m 3 . It is known that it does not interact with forces other than gravity. For example, for a space-time sphere with 1 m radius, the total amount of dark -26 ntained in it is 4.188 × 10 kg which is equivalent to 3.7699 × 10 -9 Joules (= 23.562 GeV). One Joule of dark energy is equivalent to a space-time sphere of 642.5258 m radius. One kilo Joules of dark energy is equivalent to a space-time sphere of 6425.3 m radius. Meanwhile, One Mega Joules of dark energy is equivalent to a space-time sphere of 64252 m radius. Furthermore, One Giga Joules of dark energy is equivalent to a space-time sphere of 642.520 km radius. According to this analysis it seems that massive objects are needed to drag reasonable amounts of dark energy as galaxies, stars or planets as shown in Figure 2 .
Micro-Nano Scale: previous analysis is based on the macro scale level. To test now the existence of dark energy at the micro-nano level, the following experiment is proposed. This system is composed of a closed cubic box of edge length equal to 1 m and a micro piston-cylinder is then to be placed inside that box. Such a micro piston-cylinder might be fabricated using Micro-ElectroMechanical Systems technology (MEMS). The total amount of dark energy contained inside the cubic box is in the range of 10 -26 kg which is equivalent to 0.90 × 10 -9
Joules (or 5.625 GeV). If the volume of the micro piston-cylinder is chosen such that it has a 1 cm 3 , it contains an amount of energy equivalent 10 -32 kg or 9 × 10 -16
Joules or 5625 eV. Now if the micro piston-cylinder is placed inside the cubic box, then the piston will move to the left as shown in Figure 5 . That is because the dark energy inside the cubic box is much higher that that inside Figure 5 . Micro piston-cylinder system to test the pressure work of dark energy: the piston will move by 0.18 nanometer.
Openly accessible at J/m 3 (5.625 GeV), then the piston will move 0.18 nanometer. By this, it is possible that dark energy can be utilized to operate mico or nano systems. Such systems can have several applications in space, biomedical or electronics applications.
A Micro Free Flying Space Robot
The pu rk energy associated with a mechanical system by considering time as a mechanical variable. The dark energy is equal to the-momentum associated with time. Such energy (negative pressure) drifts the system a way. The system is composed of 6-DOF micro space robot arm and mounted on a micro base satellite and used to demonstrate the analytical results. The mass of the base servicing satellite is chosen as 10 g, the masses of the 6-robot arm as Openly accessible at chanical variable. This comparison indicates that there is indeed a drift (expansion) equal to the negative of the system tota gy). This drift is a common phenomena for free-flying space robot.
-Space A
A space robotic mission can be proposed to probe the gravity waves and gravitons. The micro space antenna is located at a proper distance from the mother spacecraft. The mass of the mother spacecraft is relatively very huge comparing to the mass of the antenna. According to the previous analysis and the General Relativity, the mother spacecraft will generate a gravity field and carried out by the gravitons. The m result of the graviton torque acting on it. Now, co space antenna shown in Figure 8 , where l deno ngth of the antenna and m denotes to its mass. Let  All init be zero. It is assumed that the mother spacecraft generated a gravity field due to its huge mass and velocity comparing to the antenna. The model (29) is used in the simulation based on the assumption that the graviton is 0.707 of the mass of the photon (that 2.5119 × 10 -52 kg). The position response of the micro space inverted antenna is shown in Figure 9 . It shows that the angular position is increasing in the scale of 10 -35 rad. Such value cannot be measured using nowadays technology. Future developments might make this measurement possible. and the maxi-mum increase. In this case if a particle is moving with the speed of light then the null rays will lie on the surface of the paraboloid. 
The Ultimate Fate of the Universe
Simulation of the ultimate fate of the universe in terms of the parametric expansion model is demonstrated in Figures 15-17 for Eqs.124 and 125, respectively. It can be seen that the universe is approaching to a breaking symmetry state and a Big Impulse that will cause its collapse. Such a Big Impulse will determine the fate of the universe and cause to break the symmetry of the universe and push it beyond the cosmic horizon. It is estimated that the mass of the universe is 3 × 10 50 kg as by Jeanne Hopkins in his article "Universe" Glossary of Astronomy and Astrophysics, Chicago: the University of Chicago, 183, 1980. Considering a very infinitesimally period of time similar to that of the inflation 10 -33 sec happened early in the universe. Calculations of (128) ow that, our universe will experience an impulse force in the order 10 83 N. Because the impulse force will act in a direction opposite to gravitational force line of action, then, the gravitational bounding force will collapse, and so the universe will.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a foundation of the theory of universe dark energy, a solution of Einstein's cosmological constant problem, physical interpretation of universe dark energy and Einstein's Cosmological Constant and its value, values of universe dark energy density, universe matter density, and universe radiation density. Einstein's Cosmological constant Lambda Lambada, is calculated as
Openly accessible at MeV. the momentum associated with time is behind the expansion of the universe since it is equal to the negative of the universe total energy. The negative pressure of the dark energy is equal to the energy density. It has been proved also that dark energy is a property of the space-time itself. Based on the fluidic nature of dark energy, the fourth law of thermodynamics is presented; a new formulation of the three laws of Kepler is proposed xpanonal field is proposed. In the propsoed model time is treated as a mechanical dependent ld tensor, the coupling in ble for for dipoles can be unified int solo space-ti esult shows that the spac full of conserved the speed of light. T mass of the light carrier 19 ×   as well. A second order parametric model of the e sion of the universe is presented and estimated that the universe is acceleration to its fate and will soon experience a Big Impulse that will cause its collapse. Moreover, in this paper a modeling approach of a symmetrical gravitati variable. In the proposed fie time and its associated momentum, which equal to the negative of system total energy leads to maximum increase in the gravitational field. The amount of energy that contributes to the maximum increase is 70.7% of the total energy. A Null Paraboliod is proposed and interpreted in terms on the space and momentum of time. Modeling of what is so-called gravity field waves, gravity carriers (the gravitons) is presented in this proposed paper. This model suggests that the space-time has a polarity and is composed of dipoles which are responseming the orbits and storing the space-time energy-momentum. The trio a me dipole with an angle of 45 degrees. Such a r e-time is not void, on the contrary, it is and dynamic energymomentum structure. In this model the gravity field waves is assumed to be carried by the graviton and moves in he equivalent mass of the graviton (the lightest particle in nature up to the author's knowledge) is found to be equal to 0.707 of the equivalent (the photon) ( ).
Considering a very infinitesimally period of time similar to that of the inflation 10 -33 sec happened early in the universe. Calculations show that, our universe will experience an impulse force in the order 10 83 N. Because the impulse force will act in a direction opposite to gravitational force line of action, then, the gravitational bounding force will collapse, and so the universe will.
